Abstract-This paper presents a methodology for analyzing multimodal and multiperspective systems for person surveillance. Using an experimental testbed consisting of two color and two infrared cameras, we can accurately register the color and infrared imagery for any general scene configuration, expanding the scope of multispectral analysis beyond the specialized long-range surveillance experiments of previous approaches to more general scene configurations common to unimodal approaches. We design an algorithmic framework for detecting people in a scene that can be generalized to include color, infrared, and/or disparity features. Using a combination of a histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) feature-based support vector machine and size/depth-based constraints, we create a probabilistic score for evaluating the presence of people. Using this framework, we train person detectors using color stereo and infrared stereo features as well as tetravision-based detectors that combine the detector outputs from separately trained color stereo and infrared stereo-based detectors. Additionally, we incorporate the trifocal tensor in order to combine the color and infrared features in a unified detection framework and use these trained detectors for an experimental evaluation of video sequences captured with our designed testbed. Our evaluation definitively demonstrates the performance gains achievable when using the trifocal framework to combine color and infrared features in a unified framework. Both of the trifocal setups outperform their unimodal equivalents, as well as the tetravision-based analysis. Our experiments also demonstrate how the trained detector generalizes well to different scenes and can provide robust input to an additional tracking framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper presents a methodology for analyzing multimodal and multiperspective systems for person surveillance. Using an experimental testbed consisting of two color and two infrared cameras, we can accurately register the color and infrared imagery for any general scene configuration, so the scope of multispectral analysis can be expanded beyond the specialized long-range surveillance experiments of previous approaches to more general scene configurations common to unimodal approaches.
We design an algorithmic framework for detecting people in a scene that can be generalized to include color, infrared, and/or disparity features. Using a combination of histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features from the color and infrared domains, we train a support vector machine (SVM) to detect people in the scene. Additionally, we learn the relationship between person size and depth in the scene to create a disparity-based detector. We assume that the visual and disparity trained detectors can be treated independently and probabilistically combine their outputs to create an overall detection score.
Within this framework, we train person detectors using color stereo and infrared stereo features. We also analyze tetravisionbased detectors that combine the detector outputs from separately trained color stereo and infrared stereo features. Additionally, we incorporate the trifocal tensor in order to combine the color and infrared features in a unified detection framework, doing so for both the color stereo single infrared and infrared stereo single color cases. We use these trained detectors for an experimental evaluation of video sequences captured with our designed testbed.
Our evaluation definitively demonstrates the performance gains achievable when using the trifocal framework to combine color and infrared features in a unified framework. Both of the trifocal setups outperform their unimodal equivalents, as well as the tetravision-based analysis. Our experiments also demonstrate how the trained detector generalizes well to different scenes and can provide robust input to an additional tracking framework.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Person analysis in multispectral and multiperspective imagery is a relatively new area of research in computer vision. Analysis that incorporates a comparison between color and infrared imagery for person analysis has been relatively sparse and limited in scope and generality.
Typical studies have looked at person detection by treating color and infrared separately. For example, Zhang et al. [1] compared different image features in color and infrared monocular imagery for training a SVM. However, no direct comparison of the detection rates of color and thermal imagery was presented. Ran et al. [2] also looked at separately using color and thermal imagery to detect periodic motion to indicate pedestrians in the scene. The main goal of these studies is to show the extensibility and adaptation of color image analysis techniques on infrared imagery.
Other studies have examined person detection as a fusion of color and infrared imagery. Davis and Sharma [3] have constructed a data set of color and infrared videos. The data set provides for a frame-by-frame comparison of the color and infrared imagery and allows for the registration of the two videos as the view conforms to a planar homography assumption. This data set has allowed for the development of algorithms that combine the color and thermal imagery for improved background subtraction [4] , [5] and person detection and tracking [6] .
1051-8215/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE The planar homographic assumption is a convenient way to register the color and infrared imagery. However, the assumption is also severely limiting in the types of scenes that can be analyzed with multiperspective imagery. Because it is assumed that all objects can be aligned with a single planar homographic transformation, the scene must be in a special configuration to achieve this assumption. Typically, this means that all objects are sufficiently far from that camera that they satisfy the infinite homographic assumption. While this provides a method of registration, other scenes where people can be at multiple distances from the camera, such as those commonly analyzed in monocular and stereo imagery, cannot be analyzed in the planar homographic framework. Our previous studies [7] have elucidated the ways that multispectral and multiperspective data can be registered and have shown ways to register color and infrared imagery for any general scene configuration.
The most effective way to register color and thermal imagery for any general scene context is to incorporate stereo imagery whose depth estimates can account for the parallax inherent in any multiperspective scene. Bertozzi et al. [8] , [9] has designed a four-camera "tetravision" system to analyze people in color and infrared stereo imagery. Detection is performed separately in the color-stereo and infrared-stereo domains. The detection results are then fused by associating the detected bounding boxes from each modality based on their 3-D location in the scene.
We have introduced a trifocal approach to person detection with color and thermal imagery [10] . By incorporating stereo depth estimates from a single modality, we can register the second modality accurately using the trifocal tensor. This paper extends the multispectral framework proposed in [10] , improving the method for combining the color and infrared features and establishing a unified multispectral person detector that is used to identify people in novel imagery. Our results indicate a significant improvement in the accuracy and robustness of unimodal detection frameworks, as well as state-of-the-art multispectral detection frameworks.
III. TRIFOCAL TENSOR VERSUS HOMOGRAPHY
The trifocal approach to combining color and infrared imagery allows us to compare a wider range of data than has previously been analyzed in the literature. Typical approaches that combine color and infrared for analyzing pedestrians focus on scenes where objects appear very far away from the camera, such as those from the IEEE OTCBVS WS Series Bench [3] . This allows for straightforward registration using a planar homography assumption, yet limits the depths of field that can be analyzed. This means that analysis must be confined to a restricted plane-of-interest in the scene or the cameras must be placed to ensure that all areas in the scene will comply with the homography. Fig. 1 shows the differences in fields-of-view between: (a) a typical planar homographic approach and (b) our trifocal approach to color and infrared analysis. Notice how people in the planar homographic imagery are all very far away from the camera and at a similar scale. This is a requirement of the planar homographic approach and puts severe limits on the types of scenes that can be fully analyzed within this framework. The typical data from the trifocal framework are much more general and complex. People can be at a broad range of scales and distances from the cameras. As long as depth estimates for an image region can be obtained, we can register the relevant pixels of objects at any general position in the scene. Fig. 2 illustrates the large range of scales that can be obtained in the trifocal framework. It is a challenge to design a person classifier that is able to handle such a broad range of scales as the extracted features need to be relatively invariant to these scale changes. The incorporation of this scale range also greatly increases the number of candidates to consider, thereby increasing the potential for false positives.
ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK
We wish to explore how the incorporation of color, infrared, and disparity features affect the classification and false positive rates of a person detection system. To do so, we establish a framework for registering the multimodal imagery and extracting features from this imagery that can be used to learn to detect people in a scene. Fig. 3 shows the algorithmic flow of this framework. We describe the details of our framework in the following sections.
A. Image Registration With Trifocal Tensor
We use a three-camera approach, consisting of a unimodal stereo pair (color or infrared) combined with a single camera of the second modality. We use the disparity estimates from the stereo imagery to register corresponding pixels in the third image with the trifocal tensor-the set of matrices relating the correspondences between the three images.
The trifocal tensor can be estimated by minimizing the algebraic error of point correspondences [11] . Point correspondences can be obtained for trifocal imagery using the same calibration techniques used for stereo calibration, where the calibration board is visible in each trifocal image. While only seven point-point-point correspondences are required to compute the trifocal tensor, in practice, we use many more correspondences to smooth errors in the point estimates. The resulting trifocal tensor is written as , where is a 3 3 matrix for the th image in the set. From this tensor notation, standard two-view geometry parameters, such as fundamental matrices , epipoles , and projection matrices can be determined. Additionally, given a point correspondence , we can estimate the point transfer to the third image point as (1) Dense stereo matching gives correspondences, and the point transfer to the third image is estimated and registered to the reference image. Fig. 4 shows an example set of registered trifocal imagery.
B. Annotation
Now that we are able to accurately register all three modalities, we can extract positive and negative samples for classification. Positive samples need to be annotated from video sequences. Bounding boxes for all people in the scene were annotated. For consistency in classification, all bounding boxes maintain a 2:5 aspect ratio. Negative samples can then be generated by translating the corresponding bounding box for a person to a nonperson region in the scene. Additional negative samples are generated by selecting smaller subregions of the selected pedestrian region. Although annotation needs to be done once for a single trifocal setup, it is necessary to repeat the annotation for both the color stereo and infrared stereo frameworks, as they have slightly different fields-of-view. Care was taken to ensure that samples were annotated from identical people at identical frames in both cases to limit variability in the training. Additionally, only nonoccluded pedestrians were included in the training set. We expect the classifier will still be able to handle occlusion without explicitly training for it, and our experimental evaluation will validate this assumption. Fig. 5 shows example positive samples annotated in color and infrared reference imagery. For each sample, we can simultaneously extract the reference image patch, its disparity image, and the reprojected image data to create the combined sample triplet.
C. Image Features
Once annotated, we must extract features that will be able to differentiate the positive and negative samples. For the color and infrared images, we elect to extract HOG features similar to those proposed by Dalal and Triggs [12] . These features attempt to encode the relevance of edges in terms of their orientation and spatial position and have been increasingly utilized in many recent person classification publications [1] , [13] . We resize each of the color and infrared image samples to a common size and compute an -element histogram, where , , and are the sizes of histogram bins in width, height, and gradient orientation, respectively.
For the disparity image, we initially considered extracting HOG features as well. Our initial results indicated this was valid, as the ROC curves showed that the classifier trained on color, infrared, and disparity HOG features outperformed those trained on just color and infrared. ROC curves were generated by training an SVM using 1654 positive samples and 22 520 negative samples in a 90/10 cross-validation framework. Fig. 6 shows the ROC curves for classifiers trained on variations of color, infrared, and disparity HOG features. Fig. 6(a) shows the ROC curves for the color stereo reference and Fig. 6(b) shows the ROC curve for the infrared color reference. The combination of color, infrared, and disparity performs the highest when evaluating cropped samples in a cross-validation framework. This is a misleading result, though, as the ROC is constructed only by classifying annotated image patches. When the same classifier is applied to find people in novel images, the resulting regions include many false positives, often more than the number of people in the scene.
This performance drop-off is likely due to a combination of factors. First, it is likely that the HOG features are inappropriate for disparity imagery. They are designed to capture edge properties of an image patch, yet, for many positive samples of people, there are few to no edges in the disparity image. This is especially true for people close to the background, where their difference in disparity from the background is small. While adding these HOG disparity features can provide some additional differentiability when classifying the carefully cropped and annotated image patches, the features actually give false positives when classifying novel images, especially at regions near true person regions.
To find an alternative, we further examine the disparity imagery to find features that help to differentiate people from the background and other objects in the scene. Using the knowledge that a person's size is normally distributed around a mean value, we model the linear correlation between the size of the bounding box that encloses the person and the median of the disparity inside that region. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the bounding box height and the median disparity and the least-squares linear fit of the data.
This line is parameterized as , where are the parameters of the line, is the image height, and is the median disparity. For a candidate bounding box, we can then compute its distance from this ideal line as (2)
D. Learning and Classification
While the single disparity feature could potentially be added to the color and infrared HOG features, it is likely that its power for classification would be lost in the hundreds of HOG features generated for each sample. Since arises from a different modality and attempts to model a completely different physical property, it is appropriate to treat these features independently. We build one classifier for the visual HOG features and another classifier for the disparity feature. Each classifier's result can than be probabilistically combined to determine the final classification.
We train a person classifier using the HOG features from the color and/or infrared imagery using a SVM using radial basis function kernels [14] . We use cross validation during training to give probability estimates that a bounding box contains a person, . We model the disparity-based classification as being normally distributed around the distance from the line learned in Fig. 7 . We compute the probability that a region contains a person given the as
where is the complementary error function and is the standard deviation control parameter of the modeled Gaussian.
is chosen such that 90% of the training samples lies within one standard deviation of the mean. We then set the threshold so that the discrimination of the disparity-based classifier is relatively weak, but filters out many areas that the HOG-based classifier will not have to evaluate.
By making an independence assumption, we can construct the final classification probability as (4) The additional benefit of using these features in two separate classifiers is that the relatively fast disparity classifier can be used to reduce the number of bounding boxes that need to be evaluated for the slower HOG-based classifier. For example, there are potentially of the order of evaluations. In practice, we have found that this can be reduced by two orders of magnitude to by only considering bounding boxes with high probability from the disparity classifier.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

A. Experimental Testbed and Image Acquisition
We need to establish a framework for experimenting and analyzing person surveillance detection approaches that will facilitate a direct, frame-by-frame comparison of the various approaches that combine color and infrared stereo imagery. We Fig. 8 . Experimental testbed. Two color cameras and two infrared cameras arranged in stereo pairs and mounted to the front of the LISA-P testbed. designed a custom rig, shown in Fig. 8 , consisting of a matched color stereo pair and a matched infrared stereo pair. The two pairs share identical baselines and have been aligned in pitch, roll, and yaw to maximize the similarities in field of view. Such a rig will allow us to compare Color Stereo, Infrared Stereo, Trifocal Color Stereo Infrared (CSI), Trifocal Infrared Stereo Color (ISC), and Tetravision approaches to person detection. A four-input video capture card is used to acquire the images, and a time-stamping synchronization routine is used to best align the asynchronously captured video sequences.
Calibration data were obtained by illuminating a checkerboard pattern with high-intensity halogen bulbs so the checks would be visible in both color and infrared imagery and standard calibration techniques could be applied to obtain the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras. Color stereo and infrared stereo calibration was obtained from the matched calibration points using the Matlab Camera Calibration Toolbox [15] . The same point sets are also used to estimate the trifocal tensor for the trifocal CSI and ISC cases.
B. Data Set and Training
Videos were collected over several days in the scene shown in Fig. 4 . Twenty-one sequences of 352 240, 30-fps video were collected of different people moving throughout the environment at different times of day in an attempt to capture a wide range of illumination, position, occlusion, and density conditions. Of those sequences, 19 were used for annotation and training, while the remaining two were reserved as test sets. The two separate test videos were selected for their challenging and dense scenes and the fact that the people in the scene were not in the other videos. Cross validation was not used in these experiments, as the resulting detections were evaluated by a human operator and increasing the number of test sequences would make the evaluation unmanageable. For each sequence, we compute color stereo, trifocal CSI, infrared stereo, and trifocal ISC variants of the original data using the dense disparity generation described in [16] with the trifocal tensor.
1) Annotation of Color Stereo and Trifocal CSI Data:
When using the color stereo as the base reference image, we annotated 1654 positive samples of people in the scene. The positive samples range over 21 scales from 6 to 46 pixels wide. For each positive sample, we attempt to obtain ten negative samples by randomly translating the bounding box to a nonperson region in the scene. We also obtain an additional five negative samples by randomly selecting a subregion of the positive bounding box as a negative sample. If a negative sample cannot be generated after a maximum number of iterations due to a dense scene or if the subregion is smaller than the smallest person scale, we do not include that negative sample. In all, 22 520 negative samples were gathered for training.
2) Annotation of Infrared Stereo and Trifocal ISC Data:
We made every attempt to include identical samples for using the infrared stereo as reference as in the color stereo case. However, due to the slightly different fields of view, this was not always possible. Positive and negative samples were generated in the same manner as the color stereo case, resulting in 1425 positive and 19 533 negative samples. We do maintain the same scale range of 6-46 pixels in bounding box width.
For training, the color and infrared parts of each sample are resized to 24 60 pixels. A 6 15 8-dimensional HOG feature is computed for each of the color and infrared parts of the sample and used to train SVM classifiers with radial basis function (RBF) kernels. We use cross validation of the training samples to obtain probability estimates for the classifiers. SVM classifiers are obtained for each of the four combinations of color and infrared imagery.
The training data are also used to learn the bounding box height-to-disparity function used to classify people in the disparity domain. We obtain a linear estimate of the function for both the color stereo and infrared stereo cases.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We analyze the reserved test sequences from the 21 training sequences. The sequences include various people moving through the scene with other moving objects including other vehicles and a dog. Detection was determined to be a success if the appropriately sized bounding box encapsulated the person in the scene. Naturally, false positives arose when bounding boxes did not encapsulate a person region and missed detection occurred when a person was not found by the classifier. All experiments we performed offline. To achieve a real-time analysis, a real-time capable SVM would be required, as it is the speed bottleneck of the system. The stereo evaluation and HOG feature extraction are currently real-time capable.
A. Comparison
The sequences were evaluated for the color stereo, trifocal CSI, infrared stereo, and trifocal ISC. Additionally, we compare our trifocal approaches to the tetravision approach proposed by Bertozzi et al. [8] . The tetravision approach utilizes a four-camera rig where color stereo and infrared stereo are analyzed independently and their detections combined to determine the overall detection. We apply this philosophy in our analysis by combining the results from our color stereo and infrared stereo using logical AND and OR operations on the bounding boxes. Fig. 9 shows the ROC curves for a sampled portion of the entire sequence. Plotted data points were generated by analyzing each classifier's detection/false positive rate when the detection probability threshold was set at 80%, 85%, 90%, and 95%. Fig. 10 shows example results of person detection using each of the compared approaches. In these examples, the detection probability was fixed at 90%.
Clearly, the two trifocal classifiers outperform the single modality classifiers by a large margin. For a false positive rate of one per frame, the multimodal classifiers increase the detection rate by over 45%, from 0.65 to almost 0.95. These are impressive gains, and, while different feature selection and data profiles could yield more modest gains, there is clearly a substantial benefit in incorporating color and infrared features to create a superior discriminator of people in a scene. It is also clear that incorporating the color and infrared features for classification in this trifocal approach is better suited to detecting pedestrians than the independent classification and merge philosophy of the tetravision approach. Again, for a false positive rate of one per frame, we see an increase in detection of almost 20%. Incorporating the multispectral features at the classifier level will yield much more accurate detection than combining the detection results independently.
Of note is that color stereo is outperformed by infrared stereo, yet trifocal CSI performs better than trifocal ISC. While this may seem counterintuitive, a careful analysis can illuminate the cause for this swap in comparative performance. Since we use the stereo disparities to initially thin the person candidates in the scene, it is not surprising to see the infrared stereo outperform the color stereo case. The disparity generation algorithm we used [16] relies on windowed correlation matching, where highly textured areas are more easily matched than areas of low texture. Since infrared imagery is inherently low textured, the nonperson regions produce fewer valid disparities, resulting in fewer false positives. Similarly, the areas that contain people are likely to have valid disparity estimates and will stand out in the imagery. The color imagery is often similarly textured in person or nonperson regions, so more candidates are generated, increasing the potential for false positives.
However, the opposite is true when both the color and infrared is used in the SVM classifier. In this case, the increased disparity resolution and accuracy from the color stereo imagery allows for more accurate trifocal registration and improves the selection of candidate person regions. This improved fidelity makes it easier for the color and infrared trained SVM to differentiate person and nonperson regions and yields the higher performance shown in the ROC curves. We also expect that, when the trifocal registered modality is not available (e.g., color at night or infrared during poor temperature conditions), the detection rates will move towards their unimodal counterparts.
B. Extended Analysis of Trifocal Detectors
We further focus our analysis on the top performing classifiers. Fig. 11 shows successful detection results for example frames using the trifocal ISC framework. Fig. 12 shows examples of successful detection for example frames using the best performing trifocal CSI framework. Notice how the framework yields accurate detection across a wide range of person scales, from people very large and near to the foreground to barely visible people deep in the background. These figures also demonstrate the classifiers' ability to suppress false positives from other objects in the scene, including vehicles and dogs. Table I expands the analysis of the best performing trifocal CSI classifier by including several additional analyzed video sequences. The resulting analysis reinforces the results of the comparative analysis in Fig. 9 , showing an overall detection rate of 92.15% with 0.606 false positives per frame. This consistency further emphasizes the benefits of utilizing the trifocal CSI framework.
While the resulting detection rate is relatively high, we also achieve a seemingly high false positive rate of 0.606 false positives per frame (FPPs). However, the SVM was trained to minimize the number of false positives per evaluated candidate window sample (FPW). For each frame, we evaluate 352 240 21 windows in the image, meaning our FPW is 3.4 . Fig. 13 shows examples of the false positives generated in our detection framework. The false positives in the images are shown in yellow. Our analysis has shown that an overwhelming majority of the generated false positives are located in the areas shown in these examples. A refinement to our approach could be to bootstrap these and other repeated false positives examples and retrain the SVM to achieve a lower false positive rate.
C. Testing in Different Environments
Experiments were also conducted in another environment to test the trained person classifier's robustness to variations in scene perspective, background, density and lighting conditions. Data were collected in a new outdoor environment that included multiple pathways through a grassy mall. Six video sequences were collected over several hours from two distinct perspectives that allowed for the capture of the natural movement of people in the environment. In general, these sequences were denser in numbers of people than the initial experiments.
The sequences were evaluated for the best performing trifocal-based classifiers in the initial tests. The SVM classifiers used to evaluate the sequences were identical to those in the original tests. The disparity-based classifier was retrained to account for the change in disparity-to-bounding-box-size function in the new perspective. This can be done quickly by annotating a handful of new examples and estimating the new best linear fit. Fig. 14 shows an example of one of the densest frames in the test sequence, where 13 people occupy the scene. The trifocal CSI classifier is able to successfully detect every person with no false positives, while the trifocal ISC classifier detects all but a single pedestrian, again with no false positive. We emphasize that no additional samples were used to evaluate these sequences and many of the objects in the scene, such as the grass, tree, and foreground fencing have not been modeled explicitly by the SVM classifiers. Figs. 15 and 16 show additional detection examples for the trifocal ISC and CSI cases, respectively. We compiled a comparison of the trifocal detection results for a test sequence in Table II . The results are on par with the original series of test sequences. We do see a noticeable decrease in the per frame detection rate. This is likely due to the incorporation of a new scene that has no support in the trained classifier. Additionally, these new test sequences have, on average, twice as many people in the scene as the original test sequences. This increases the occurrence of occlusion that can lead to a missed detection of a person for an individual frame.
D. Temporal Filtered Detection and Tracking
We believe that these per-frame detection rates we achieve are really the lower bound and that increased performance can come from the temporal analysis of the per-frame detections. In our analysis, we consider a missed detection for any frame where a person was not properly encapsulated by a bounding box. However, a single missed detection for a person in a given frame is usually corrected in the next few frames. Such a missed detection can be thought of as a missing data sample in a larger tracking framework. Fig. 17 shows a time-lapsed image of a typical 60-frame sequence in our experiments, where the start and end frames overlayed on each other. For each person in the scene, we plot the correct per-frame detections in solid dots (blue, cyan, red, magenta, and green, respectively) and plot the missed detections in yellow circles. This plot demonstrates how the intermittent missed detections would not detract from an overall tracking framework. The solid dots for each person clearly indicate the path taken by each person and the missed detections are relatively few. This means that the missed detection rate is mostly due to intermittent missing data points for tracking rather than being completely unable to detect a person in the scene. Temporal analysis is a crucial aspect of algorithmic approaches to surveillance, as the movement and interaction of objects in the scene can give fundamental insight to the situational analysis of the scene [17] . We feel that our trifocal classification approach gives a natural and robust input to common person tracking techniques such as Kalman [18] and particle filtering [19] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a methodology for analyzing multimodal and multiperspective systems for person surveillance. By incorporating an experimental testbed consisting of two color and two infrared cameras, we are able to expand multispectral color and infrared analysis beyond the specialized long-range surveillance experiments of previous approaches to more general scene configurations common to unimodal approaches.
We presented an algorithmic framework for detecting people in a scene that probabilistically combines an SVM trained on HOG features extracted from color and infrared images with a detector based on the relationship between person size and depth in the scene to create a disparity-based detector. This framework was used to train person detectors for the various combinations of color and infrared multiperspective imagery, including color stereo, infrared stereo, tetravision, and trifocal tensor configurations.
The trained detectors could then be used in an experimental evaluation of video sequences captured with our designed testbed. The evaluation definitively demonstrates the performance gains achievable when using the trifocal framework to combine color and infrared features in a unified framework. Both of the trifocal setups outperform their unimodal equivalents, as well as the tetravision-based analysis. Our experiments also demonstrate how the trained detector generalizes well to different scenes and can provide robust input to an additional tracking framework.
